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West Bengal State University
B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. ( Honours, Major, General) Examinations, 2013

PART - II

HISTORY - HONOURS
Paper - IV

( NEW & OLD SYLLABUS )
Duration : 4 Hours 1 [ Full Marks: 100

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.

The figures in the margin indicate full mar.ks.
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( NEW SYLLABUS )
Answ.er Question No. 1and any four of the rest.

~i{~ ~ ~<r~~ Q:T~~ ~ ~~I

Group- A

1. Answer any four of the following questions : 4 x 5 = 20

a) What was the impact of the 'Black Death' on European economy?

b) What do you mean by the 'Military Revolution' in early modern Europe?

c) What were the features of humanist education?

d) Who were the Huguenots?

2.

3.

4.

5.
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e) What do you mean by the Tudor Revolution in government?

~1>j<i~I~1l1'$l ~ ~ f<rm ~ ~ ~ ?
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f) Were the Levellers really democratic?

CC'j~C'jl'$l'$ll f<l5~~~ 'Sj'1\51ffi1~~ ?

g) What was Galileo's contribution to modern science?

h) How did Locke define the nature of an ideal government?

~ ~ I!l~ ~ >j'$l~1C;'$l'$l~~ ~ ~C;'$l~C;C1<i?

Group - B

~~-~

Answer any four of the following questions. 4 x 20 = 80

2. Internal contradictions or long distance trade - which was mainly responsible for the

fall of Feudalism in Western Europe ?

'bIl\sI~~'1 ~~ "iT ~~ <m'1'Sff - ~ ~9f >jl~~ail'$l ~ 'SRI ~ ~ "tTID ~ ?

3. What do you mean by 'Price Revolution' ? What was its impact on 16th century

European economy and society? 8 + 12

.~ f<rm' ~ f<l5~ ? ~ "1\5C;~'$l~~ ~~ -e >j~lClM ~~ I!l~ f<ls2f\ST<r~ ?

4. Describe the varied activities of the merchants in the sixteenth century. How did they

begin to control artisanal production? 12 + 8

~ ~ <IT~ ~ ~-S~ ~ Wli \5@1 ~ ID~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~~

5. How far did Humanism create a secular vision of life? To what extent was it reflected

in Renaissance painting and sculptures? 10 + 10

~1<i~\51~1q) C5\5<i1 ~ I!l~ ~~ ~~<iC~l~ ~ ~C;'$l~ ? ~ \5T C'$lC"i>11>j~ -e

~1~~ 2If\b~M\5 ~C~~C'j ?
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6. Would you agree that the foundation of the Tudor Monarchy by Henry VII may be

termed as a 'new monarchy' ?

7. Make an assessment of the contribution of Martin Luther to the relative success of the

reformation in Germany.

8. Would you agree with G.R. Elton that the English reformation was primarily 'an act of

the state' ?

9. What do you mean by 'Scientific Revolu~on' ? How far did it contribute to the

secularization of European mind ? 8 + 12

2.

10. Analyse the nature of the 'English CivilWar'.

( OLD SYLLABUS)
Answer Question No. 1and any four of the rest.

Group - A

.~'5f - ~

1. Answer any four of the followingquestions : 4 x 5 = 20

a) What is meant by the 'Tribute system' ?

~'8BII~12f~ ~ f<ls ~ ?
4.

3.

b) Write a short note on the Treaty of Nanking.
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c) What were the causes of the failure of the Taiping rebellion?

d) Write a note on Yenan experiment.

e) What do you mean by the Shogunate in Japanese history?

f) Write a note on the 'Open Door' policy in Japan.

g) How did Zaibatsu rise in Japan ?

h) Analyse the background of the Washington Conference (1921-22).

Group - B

Answer any four of the followingquestions. 4 x 20 = 80

2. Discuss the nature "ofgentry control on the agrarian economy of pre-modem China.

Howwas the control reinforced by Ching system of administration? 10 + 10

3. Was the Tung Chih restoration a real restoration?

4. How would you explain the. weaknesses in the process of Chinese industrialisation in

the early 20th century ?
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5. Discuss the factors behind the rise ofWarlordism in China in the early 20th century.

6. What were the far-reaching effects of the May Fourth movement in the history of

China?

7. Discuss the role of the state in Japan's' economic development In the late 19th

century.

8.. Bring out the salient features of Japan's Constitution of 1889. What was its

character ? 10 + 10
D

1.

9. Discuss the background and effects of the Sino-Japanese war of 1894-1895.

1894-1895 ~ m-~9fR ~ 9ffi~fiI<P1 ~~~ ~i7jI~i7j \51ICG1Ib"l I ~ I

10. Account for the Japanese takeover of Manchuria in 1931-1932.


